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Translation

The First Chapter of this First Book, in which it is said and revealed what the infirmity or pestilence is.

It is necessary to know what the artisan wants to create in order to know whether his work is correct and suitable or not and [whether he] knows how to create his work following the proper art and skill, as he will not be called or thought a master without the work. Similarly, it is necessary to know what *epidemia* or pestilence is, so that you know what, and how, and with what to defend and help against it and from what a person should protect and preserve himself, etc. You should know that the pestilence is nothing else but a poisonous moisture that is enclosed in the human body, and it emerges from the body from both coagulated and fluid blood, as sometimes can be seen or discovered making abscesses, glands, or boils, carbuncular swellings or pox, in which an excess of poisoned blood collects. Nature usually throws [this blood] away from a person on six extremities: in the large, constricted arteries, as behind both ears, named *enictoria*; under both arms, named *evinctorian*; and at the top of both legs by where the testicles usually grow, named *evictorium*. After they are filled with the excess poisoned
coagulated blood, the remnant that cannot fit is raised into the head, from which the head is troubled, and so follows other parts down the whole body. If it is not driven out by nature or medicine, it is likely that the person’s heart will experience lethal harm.

The Second Chapter of the First Book, in which it is revealed from whence the pestilence comes.

To know the disease, it is very necessary to know from whence it comes or arises, so that one can recognize the cause from which one should protect oneself and how a person can be helped. Thus if the cause is not cut off or quashed, the work will also never be completed. First it should be noted that it often happens that pestilence comes solely and especially from God’s punishment for our great sins, just as one reads that David took and slept with Uriah’s housewife and counted how many people were in his legions. Secondly the pestilence often comes from the secret influence of the stars through the face of an evil planet. When it exerts its power on the earth, the element is poisoned through the influx in the earth’s ground, and thus air is trapped in the ground, from which subterraneous poisonous animals flee. From them and other poisonous animals, the air is poisoned, and then the mixture of foul, poisonous air and the moisture of the earth saturates the soil where herbs and fruit grow, from which the people and animals who eat it are poisoned, from which that water that flows through the earth is poisoned, which poisons the people and animals who drink it. I recommend that you recognize and reveal this influence of the stars, the *astronomis*. Third, if a person eats too much fruit or unripe food and gets too full of food and drink, as commonly happens after a drought, when people eat all food good and bad—if then the stomach cannot digest such food, it will be full in the person’s body and become poison, which causes illness. The same things happens if a person inhales poisonous air into his lungs with his breath, which happens sometimes with large effect if dead bodies are left lying on the ground, from which the air is poisoned. It also comes from other visible things, as Hippocrates says, of quick and great reversal of the seasons, such as when the summer is too cold and moist and the winter much too warm, the same if spring and autumn do not have their natural potency...

Commentary

Introduction

Hieronymus Brunschwig’s *Book on the Poison of Pestilence (Liber pestilentialis*, 1500) provides German readers with a work on the diagnosis and treatment of plague. Brunschwig (c. 1450–1512) came from the artisan classes in the city of Strasbourg, a free imperial city of the Holy Roman Empire. He practiced as a surgeon and ran an apothecary shop on the Strasbourg market square, in addition to being a popular author. His first book provided a handbook for surgeons (Cirurgia, 1497), and he also wrote two
separate books on distilled medicines, published in 1500 and 1512.[1] All of his works were published with the press of Johann Grüninger, with the prolific illustrations that were a hallmark of Grüninger’s press (figs. 1–2).
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Figure 1. Hieronymus Brunschwig, Liber pestilentialis, Book 1, Chapter 1 (seq. 11).
Das n. Capitel

warren solche. Zu wissen ist das die pestilenz mit andern ist von einem vergifftigen fischflecke. Die besflissen ist das mitlich ist von ist an dem cog- lierten als geträgen vergifftigen geblut in das mesch kloß. Die eran ist zu sehn da die sunden wünten nach apostelintern glaubende flissen ob büße. Carbüch- lum antracen oder starren dann sich samelt von zugewidfftigen vergifftigen geblut ist die natu von wo ob üf stoss gemeinlich anwendend des mensch in die grosse gefrorenten aben als hilt der sehn zei genat entweitem, oden seid armes die statt genit zu miccogen, wii an sehder besten eben by dem gleichen zu gewöhnliche die aug drissen wüstet genat entweitem. So sie getan wertet von zu neler flüssigen vergifftigen coguliente geblut wüger in dar in mit blwen mag ist off ngen hiet in das houste. So von das hoüber beschwert wüte. Dan so ist es sich wider ab resten in dem gangz hüt. So dann es nit wiss getracht werten mag durch die natur ob armenso ist es sich neyten zu diesbe zu voller so ob der mensch wöchliche fachen sprunt.

Das n. cap. des erstes tractat

Die offenbar es ist von die pestilenz komm.
Indeed, many of the illustrations were shared between Brunschwig’s various books, and
the woodblocks had detachable pieces and plugs that allowed the press to mix and
match the images.[2] A visible dividing line can be seen in fig. 3 (below). Most of the
images portray general scenes of healing rather than depicting plague specifically. The
*Liber pestilentialis* is quite substantial at 36 folios (72 pages) long. Brunschwig divided it
into five books, with multiple chapters in each book, covering the cause, diagnosis,
prevention, and treatment of plague.

---

Figure 2. Hieronymus Brunschwig, *Liber pestilentialis*, Book 1, Chapter 2 (seq. 12).
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Das III. Capitel des ersten tractats dir offen.

haren ist wie man erkennt, sol die zukünftigen pestilenzen.
Brunschwig wrote the *Liber pestilentialis* to explain plague to a German-reading public. He aimed the treatise at non-physicians, noting that “many people” had asked him to write a short tract on plague “for the whole citizenship,” since “long materials are often difficult for the reader and student to understand.” He addressed it especially to other medical artisans, particularly “young aspiring master surgeons and barbers,” who were expected to treat the external symptoms of plague. Brunschwig made it clear that he was not excluding physicians from his intended readership out of disrespect, but rather because “I wanted to spare them, as they have much greater and better things to do.” At the same time, he highlighted the propensity of physicians to escape plague-stricken cities for their own self-preservation. In a 1473 plague epidemic in an unnamed city, he stated, “I, Hieronymus, have read and have also seen two or three times that the most famous physicians of this city fled” during bouts of plague. Although he hastened to mention that physicians “nowadays” would never do such a thing, he insisted that “this illness does not just belong to the physician, but also to the surgeon.”[3] As was common in all of his books, he included metaphors of artisanship and handiwork throughout the work.[4]

**Plague, Poison, and Print**

One of Brunschwig’s underlying assumptions throughout the *Liber pestilentialis* is a connection between plague and poison. His full title, *Book on the Poison of Pestilence*, makes that link explicit. The idea of plague as a poison originated in the first years of the Black Death, 1347–51, when the large numbers of people dying from plague made physicians scramble for an explanation. At the time, most physicians subscribed to the humoral theory of disease, an individualized system based on each person’s particular balance of humors. Disease did not come from an external disease agent, but rather an internal imbalance; there was no developed theory of contagion. Epidemic disease was usually explained by environmental conditions. When the Black Death swept through, however, people of all types perished—young, old, men, women, sanguine, choleric, melancholic, phlegmatic—and at such great rates that the usual explanations appeared insufficient. Many physicians still used humoral theory to explain plague, usually positing a conjunction of evil planets that caused natural catastrophes leading to massive environmental changes that affected the humors. Some, however, saw similarities to poison in the way plague affected the body, in the severity of symptoms and the short time between disease onset and death.[5]

In the early plague epidemic, the disease often was blamed on poison put in drinking water by lepers or, more commonly, Jews.[6] Physicians, however, also turned to poison as an explanation for the way plague affected the body. Poison worked differently from
other substances. As historian Fredrich Gibbs has shown, it could function either by radically affecting the humors, or through an occult mechanism called “total substance” or “specific form.”[7] The latter theory posited that the whole substance of the poison affected the whole substance of the body, and especially the heart, allowing small amounts to cause great harm to people of all different humoral complexions. In the case of plague, many physicians described poisonous vapors released into the air by a catastrophe, such as an earthquake. The Florentine physician Gentile da Foligno (d. 1348) argued that corrupt air generated a poisonous matter near the lungs and heart, which caused the symptoms of the disease. Increasingly, plague came to be seen as a poisonous illness, and many standard remedies for poison were recommended for plague.[8]

Brunschwig’s *Liber pestilentialis* was part of a burgeoning genre of printed German-language treatises on plague, often aimed at the “common man” or at specific non-Latinate practitioners like surgeons or barbers. As Erik Heinrichs has noted, these pamphlets began appearing in the 1470s, usually written by German town physicians, although the Nuremberg surgeon Hans Folz published a plague treatise in 1482.[9] Brunschwig borrowed parts of his book liberally from Heinrich Steinhöwel, a physician in Ulm, whose 1473 plague treatise was reprinted several times and who also wrote for a broad audience.[10] However, Brunschwig’s book is far longer and places a far greater emphasis on poison. German-language plague literature circulated in manuscript long before pamphlets began to be printed, and although he could not read Latin, Brunschwig was clearly familiar with works of many medical authorities. In addition to Steinhöwel, he cites Hippocrates, Avicenna, Galen, and Gentile da Foligno, among others.

**Book 1, Chapters 1–2**

The notion of poison as a cause of disease, paired with Brunschwig’s background as an artisan-author, is helpful in understanding the text translated here. These chapters begin the first book, in which Brunschwig describes the origin and causes of plague. The first chapter opens with an artisanal metaphor and includes a brief discourse on how the poisonous matter of plague works inside the body. He focuses particularly on how the poison causes external eruptions, a theme particularly important to surgeons and barbers, who were responsible for treating conditions on the outside of the body (in contrast to physicians, who were responsible for internal conditions). In keeping with the general thought of the time, Brunschwig entertains a variety of causes of plague, including punishment from sin. His discussion of cause in chapter 2, however, mainly focuses on the different ways the earth can produce poison. It is interesting to contemplate why poison provided such a useful disease framework for an artisan like Brunschwig. There was a widespread understanding of poison as a harming agent across all classes in late medieval Europe and a corresponding fear of it. Brunschwig, who clearly favored a naturalistic etiology over a religious one, may have found poison the
most comprehensible explanation for plague’s indiscriminate mortality. In any case, his Liber pestilentialis provides fascinating evidence that the connection between plague and poison in the writings of scholarly physicians also resonated among the artisan classes.

Provenance of the Countway Library Copy

This copy of the Liber pestilentialis is from the William Norton Bullard collection, originally donated to the Boston Medical Library. The inside cover has the beautiful bookplate of a previous owner, Baron Ferdinand Hoffman von Grünpichl-Stechau (1540–1607), an avid book collector and bibliophile who owned over 4,000 books at the time of his death. Underneath Hoffman’s bookplate is a fragment of a 13th-century vellum manuscript used as a pastedown, which helps keep the pages of the book in place (fig. 4, below).[11] Either Hoffman or another reader has added copious marginal notations throughout the book, mostly in Latin. The marginalia highlight the topics discussed and act as a guide through the book. There are a number of manicules (pointing hands) highlighting statements of particular interest.[12] Despite Brunschwig’s stated audience of German-reading artisans, his book was clearly of interest to Latinate readers as well.
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